
gravity (n.) c. 1500, "weight, dignity, seriousness, solemnity of deportment or character,
importance," from Old French gravité "seriousness, thoughtfulness" Oxford English Dictionary
(OED) According to the OED the earliest meaning was "weighty dignity" in 1509. gravity is
pseudo science Newton's fake Universal Law of Gravity 1687, Newton redefined gravity as an
attractive force caused by mass in 1687. Newton was an occultist whose sole purpose was to
invent math to support that fake heliocentric model. Isaac Newton coined the term "centripetal
force" implying the idea that gravity is a centripetal force (vis centripita) in his discussions of
gravity in his 1684 De Motu Corporum. Gravity is the lynchpin that holds the heliocentric ball
licking theory together. Newton concluded that objects fall because they are pulled by Earth's
gravity. Einstein's interpretation was that these objects do not fall. According to Einstein, these
objects and Earth just freely move in a curved spacetime and this curvature is induced by mass
and energy of these objects. No gravitational wave was measured yet, no graviton was detected
accordingly. On the other hand no space- time curvature was observable. There is no successful
experiment to validate the current theories. What is the nature of the mysterious gravity? What is
the velocity of this effect ? Weight is balanced between solids liquids and gases and their
elemental properties. Equilibrium between solid, liquid, gas, buoyancy, density and
temperature..... No such thing as gravity. There are three types of equilibrium: stable, unstable,
and neutral. The earth is solid, the air is gas, the waters above and below are liquid. The air
pressure and states of matter changes between solid liquid and gas and reaches equilibrium
between each state. Weight is variable just as the states of matter are variable. There are several
variables such as magnetism, temperature, air pressure, buoyancy, density working in concert to
cause the up and down and neutral effects we observe, none of them are gravity.


